Analysis of RNA-protein interactions in vertebrate embryos using UV crosslinking approaches.
A decade ago, we believed that at least 300 RNA binding proteins (RBPs) were encoded in our genomes based on annotations of known or predicted RNA binding domains. Deciphering the roles of those RBPs in regulated gene expression was a vast frontier awaiting exploration. Since then, the field has developed a number of key tools that navigate the landscape of cellular RNA. These rely principally on UV crosslinking to create covalent bonds between RBPs and target RNAs in vivo, revealing not only target identities but also local binding sites upon RNA-Seq. More recently, a reverse protocol - mRNA interactome capture - has enabled the identification of the proteins that interact with mRNA. Astonishingly, the number of RBPs has grown to more than 1000, and we must now understand what they do. Here, we discuss the application of these methods to model organisms, focusing on the zebrafish Danio rerio, which provide unique biological contexts for the analysis of RBPs and their functions.